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Embroider y threads
Ideal threads for satin stitching are
made by Bestex and Anchor. These
threads have wondeful colours and
its easy to stitch with them.

Vast majority of designs that you can purchase from our website at www.ann-mary.com
were made using great threads by Bestex.

Anchor make threads that
are ideal for satin stitching. Multiple shades of colour allow to fit
them easily with any type of
fabric.
Easyness of use of threads
made by Anchor make them one
of the top choices for satin
stitching.
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Another cotton thr
eads
threads
Threads made by the Chinese
firm whose logo is shown on the
picture can also be used with great
success.
Those red flowers on our brightyellow robe with were made using
these threads.

Threads made by
Indian manufacturers are
generally dense and volumetric. Some firms there
make threads with light
colours.
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Some firms in India made threads with
very bright and saturated colours. This is
often a speciality of firms that product them.
You can see samples of some of those
threads with logos of firms producing them.

Cotton thr
eads
threads
with g
grradient color
Funny pictures and decorations will benefit
from threads that change colour. This makes
even simple designs very noticeable. The best
manufacturers of this type of threads are Bestex,
Anchor and DMC.

This funny card did not require much
effort. Bright colours and smooth gradient
colours were achieved thanks to threads.
Similar designs made with these threads
look great and can be done with great ease
even by a child!
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Metallic thr
eads
threads
Metallic threads can be used for
stitching of details and edges of designs.
For example the picture below shows
how this thread was used for stitching
of flower stamens and the picture on the
right shows how threads were used for
edging.

Silk embr
oider
y
embroider
oidery
thr
eads
threads
Silk threads give great reflection. Thanks to silk even the most
simplistic stitching using Japanese style (see picture on the left)
look mysteriously beautiful.
If you can stitch using silk threads then you can use
appropriately coloured threads for stitching for all designs offered
on our website. Bear in mind however that some thin silk threads
might not be durable and it is recommended to use thicker silk
threads when stitching on jeans fabric.
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Ann-Mary is the name of group created by Anna Chudnovsky and Maria
Terekhina to help people in developing their capabilities, to support them to
grow their personalities and live healthy, happy and free life. Also we are two
artists creating individual clothing in different styles (batik, freeform, acryl).

Most models
that you can
purchase on
our website at
www.annmary.com

We are deeply respecting traditional arts of every country of
our planet and trying to integrate its achievements and treasures
into a modern life. In our collections we are combining comfort of
casual style and beauty of traditional culture in modern way of
thinking.
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